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ABSTRACT

Parallel execution architecture is one of the efficient ways to increase CPU perfor

mance. High bandwidth communications between multiple execution units and on-chip

memories is vital to implementing parallel execution architectures on a single chip. Mul

tiport memory is one of the feasible methods to increase the communication bandwidth.

This report treats the design considerations for multiport memories based on a multiport

memory cell having more than two ports.

The key design issue is to realize a highly stable and high speed memory with a limited

cost (area). Analytic expressions of noise margins for possible multiport memory cell

configurations are presented as a measure of stability. Analyses have been verified through

SPICE simulations. Optimal design of multiport memory cell has become possible through

these analyses. Active area of multiport memories has also been studied. It has been found

that the pseudo-static single-ended access cell has better performance compared to other

configurations.

It has been revealed that a sensitive and high-speed sense amplifier is needed for the

efficient design of multiport memories. Class-A push-pull current sense amplifier shows

better performance in the case where bitlines are highly capacitive.

These studies show that the pseudo-static single-ended multiport memory cell is appli

cable to an on-chip multiport memory having more than two ports.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

A very efficient way to increase CPU performance is by exploiting parallelism using

multiple function units. A fast and dense register file, which enables high bandwidth on-

chip communications, is indispensable to implementing parallel-execution CPU architec

tures on a single chip. High bandwidth communications can be achieved through (1)

employing time multiplexed read and write operations to perform multiple operations within

a single clock cycle, or (2) employing a multiport memory to support concurrent read and/or

write operations. Combining these two methods is a well-known technique in RISC

(Reduced Instruction Set Computer) CPU chips [1]. The referenced example performs

two-port read and single-port write in a time-multiplexed manner by using a dual-port regis

ter file.

Multiport memories with more than two ports are increasingly important in parallel-

execution CPU architectures, since the time multiplexed approach may face speed con

straints posed by some difficulties in reducing access time with a given process technology.

A few works to implement a multiport memory on a single chip have been reported.

One example is the parallel image processor using a four-port (two ports for reading and

other two ports for writing ) register file[2]. A multiport memory will be needed for imple

menting multi-instruction set computers such as VLIW ( Very Long Instruction Word )

architectures[3]. Another demand is coming from data-flow computer architectures such as

HPSm ( High Performance Substrate micro-architecture) which was proposed and

developed at the Computer Science Division of University of California at Berkeley[4]f5].



HPSm needs a special memory which performs 6-READs, 3-WRITEs and 6-

ASSOCIATIVE WRITEs in a single clock cycle[6][7]. A research project to implement

this architecture on a single chip using a smart triple-port register file is under progress.

Other design difficulties for smart memory come from supporting out-of-order execution

and handling of branch prediction and exception. There will be separate reports regarding

these issues.

1.2 Research Objective

The purpose of this report is to clarify the design issues of multiport memory which

have not been touched on by past works. Of special concern is the feasibility of multiport

memory with more than two ports. The primary task of this report is:

(1) to give quantitative measures of the performance of the possible multiport

memories for design optimization,

(2) to choose the promising multiport memory cell configuration based on cost com

parisons, and

(3) to present the promising sense amplifier circuits suitable to the multiport memory

chosen.

1.3 Organization of The Report

A macroscopic view of multiport memory architectures is presented in Chapter 2. In

Chapter 3, stability analyses of multiport memories are presented, and optimal design of

multiport memory is described. In Chapter 4 designs of fast and low-power sense amplifiers

for multiport memories are presented. The conclusions are presented in Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 2 MULTIPORT MEMORY ARCHITECTURES

2.1 Multiple Function Units System

There are two possible memory architectures to support multiple function units (MFU).

Figure 2.1(a) shows an approach using Multiple Single-Port Register Files (MSRF).

Another approach is to use a Multiport Register File (MRF) as shown in Figure 2.1(b). The

latter approach calls for a new multiport memory cell for the core of the memory.

The MSRF approach has the following advantages :

(1) Design of the register file is easy since it can make use of the conventional register

file design.

(2) It operates fast enough because each register file has small area by the use of a

compact cell structure.

On the other hand, it suffers from the following disadvantages:

(1) It consumes large area (area is proportional to the number of the ports :N).

(2) Power dissipation is proportional to the number of ports.

(3) It needs special controls to maintain data consistency for writing data back to the

register files.

The MRF approach has the following advantages due to having a single cell array :

(1) It has a potential to reduce both area and power dissipation.

(2) It does not need special attention to data consistency, and with proper safeguards it

is capable of multiport writing.

The disadvantages of MRF are as follows:

(1) It requires a new multiport memory cell and assurance that it has enough operating



margins in all possible operating conditions.

(2) It needs special efforts in layout design style to surmount its irregularity.

(3) Access time increases unless weemploy special circuit design techniques, since the

memory core occupieslarge area and signal linesare highly capacitive.

Multiport register file has a potential for achieving good performance per cost. But the

design complexity problems mentioned above are not well understood. In order to form a

fair judgement we have to know the performance/cost tradeoffs of the MRF quantitatively.

Thus, in this report we focus on the MRFand studyits performance and cost quantitatively.

2.2 Multiport Memory

Figure 2.2 shows the basic configuration of an N-port Multiport Register File. A

memory cell consists of a storage element and N switches. N word lines control these

switches to establish electrical connection between a storage element and N bitlines. This

configuration allows concurrent read operations from N registers and concurrent write

operations into N registers ( and even their combinations ). This is a simple and understand

able configuration, but it has some drawbacks as follows:

(1) Read operation may be slow since a limited cell current must be shared among N

bitlines in the case of N-port reading.

(2) It needs careful design to assure the stability of the storage element because electri

cal connection between storage element and bitlines is strong in the case of N-port

reading.

If we can surmount these design difficulties, this configuration appears to be the most

promising.



Figure 2.3 shows one of the other possible configurations to improve stability and

speed for multiport reading. The feature of this configuration is to use two sets of N

switches each for reading and writing. The two sets of switches are controlled by two sets

of N word lines ( read word lines and write word lines). The storage element controls N

read switches together with N read word lines for the read operation, and is directly con

nected to bitlines through one of the write switches for the write operation. This

configuration allows a faster and more stable read operation than the simple configuration

shown in Figure 2.2. The disadvantage of this cell is that it needs large area since the

number of transistors and signal lines increase. The philosophy of this circuit comes from

that of the three transistor DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) cell.

There is another possible configuration that prevents multiport read operation. An

example is shown in Figure 2.4. The storage element in this case is the same one used for

the basic configuration shown in Figure 2.2. The feature of this technique is to inhibit mul

tiple word line selection by the use of a match detection circuit which sense the occurrence

of match in decoder outputs and generates transfer signals to control the data transfer cir

cuits located next to the I/O buffers. The data transfer circuits copy back the data to the

ports inhibited. The stability and speed of the storage element can be improved through this

method. On the other hand, it needs complicated control for inhibiting word lines and gen

erating transfer signals. Furthermore, special attention must be paid to the increase of delay

caused by inserting the above circuits into the critical path.

This report treats the analysis and design of the basic configuration shown in Figure

2.2. The feasibility of the other two configurations has not yet been studied.



CHAPTER 3 DESIGN OF MULTIPORT MEMORY CELL

This chapter discusses, first, possible multiport memory cell configurations. Next in

section 3.2, we derive the static noise margins of the possible cell configurations, which is a

useful measure of cell stability. In section 3.3, the optimized design for each cell

configuration is presented. In section 3.4, the active area for each cell configuration is cal

culated to evaluate the cost. Finally, we discuss the selection of multiport memory cell

based on the above analysis.

3.1 Possible Multiport Memory Cell Configurations

As far as dual-port memories are concerned, several kinds of cell configurations have

been proposed. These are classified into two configurations. One of these is the differen

tially accessed cell configuration using two pairs of bitlines for data transmission[8].

Another is the single-ended access cell configuration using two single bitlines for data

transmission[l,9]. Using the analogy of dual-port memories, we address two possible cell

configurations for multiport memories with more than two ports.

Figure 3.1 shows the differentially accessed multiport memory cell. The storage ele

ment consists of the conventional cross-coupled inverter pair. Two sets of N access transis

tors control the connection between N bitline pairs and two internal storage nodes. The

major advantage of this cell is high signal/noise ratio since this configuration allows cancel

lation of the common mode coupling noise on the bitline pairs. Another advantage is high

speed by utilizing a sensitive and high speed differential sense amplifier. On the contrary, it

suffers from a relatively large area due to an increase of the number of signal lines (mainly



bitlines).

Figure 3.2 shows a multiport single-ended access cell. It needs the minimum number

of access transistors and bitlines, and has a potential of a more compact cell structure com

paredto the other configurations. Furthermore, it is relatively stable compared with the dif

ferential sense amplifier since one of the inverters is unloaded and can maintain its non-

linearity during read operations. But, at the same time, it makes the write operation

difficult So, special circuit techniques such as those listed below are essential for the write

operation:

(1) Write operation is carried out in a differential manner by using both access transis

tors for the write operation[l].

(2) Boosting a word line for the write operation[10].

The drawback of the first approach is that it can not perform multiport writing. The second

approach suffers from complicated design since it needs a three level driver circuit. Another

possible method is to use a clocked inverter for the storage element to make it operate in a

pseudo-static fashion. Figure 3.2 (b) shows a pseudo-static single-ended cell with one-sided

clocking. Because it is more difficult to write "1" than to write "0", this configuration seems

to be reasonable. Figure 3.2 (c) shows a pseudo-static single-ended cell with two-sided

clocking for a safer write operation.

Figure 3.3 (a) shows a modified version of the single-ended cell. One bitline is located

at each side of the cell. This configuration can reduce the electrical connectivity between

bitlines and the internal storage node, so the stability is expected to improve. Figure 3.3 (b)

is a practical version of the modified single-ended cell, which improves the write operation

by the use of a disabling clock. The complexity of this cell arises from the need to select



one of the two disabling clocks, depending on which bitline is selected.

3.2 Stability Analysis

In this section, derivations of static noise margins for the different cell configurations

addressed above are presented. We also present the results of verification through SPICE

simulation.

3.2.1 Static Noise Margin

Detailed analyses of static noise margin in SRAM ( Static Random Access Memory )

cells have been reported by E.Seevinck et.al.[ll][12][13]. We make use of their definition

of static noise margin and the mathematical expressions. Moreover, the concept of write

noise margin is introduced for the complete analysis of cell operation. At first, we explain

the definition of read and write noise margins in a differentially accessed cell and in a

single-ended access cell.

Figure 3.4 (a) shows a circuit diagram of a differentially accessed cell for the read

operation. For simplicity, we assume that the bitline voltage is clamped at the supply vol

tage, Vdd • Voltage sources Vn denotes the static noise sources. These static noise sources

represent the variations of transistor parameters such as transconductance, (3, or threshold

voltage, Vj. Figure 3.4 (b) shows the transfer characteristics of the cross-coupled inverter

pair (flip-flop) when Vn=0 Assume that the initial state of the flip-flop is Vi<V2 as shown in

the figure. Figure 3.4 (c) shows the transfer characteristics at the onset of being flipped by

increasing the noise voltage, Vn. The amount of noise voltage corresponds to the length of

the side of the maximum possible square. This means that if the noise voltage is smaller

than the length of the side of the square in the Figure 3.4(c) , the state of the flip-flop is
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stable. Here, we define the Read Noise Margin (RNM) as the length of the side of the max

imum possible square.

The Write Noise Margin (WNM) in a differentially accessed cell can be defined by

analogy. Figure 3.5 (a) shows a circuit diagram for the write operation. Assume that the

initial stateof the flip-flop is expressed as V\<V2. Figure 3.5 (b) shows the transfer charac

teristics when Vn=0. The write noise margin is defined as the length of the side of the

minimum possible square. This means that if the amount of noise voltage is smaller than

the length of the side of the squarethe state of flip-flop can be flipped.

The static noise margins in a single-ended access cell can be defined in the same

manner. Figure 3.6 (a) shows the definition of Read Noise Margins (RNMs). Note that the

RNM for the "1" read operation is different from that for the "0" read operation. RNMH

denotes read noise margin for reading "1" and RNML denotes read noise margin for reading

"0", respectively.

Figure 3.6 (b) shows the definition of Write Noise Margins (WNMs) in the single-

ended access cell. Vdd is applied to the bitline for writing "1" while V^ is applied for writ

ing "0". Note that the nonlinearity of Inverter 2 is not degraded in any operating condition

since it is not loaded.

3.2.2 Derivation of Static Noise Margin

3.2.2.1 Differentially Accessed Cell

Mathematical expressions of static noise margin of SRAM cells are presented by

E.Seevinck et.al.[ll]. Based on their analysis, we derive a Read Noise Margin (RNM) for

multiport (N-port) reading and Write Noise Margin (WNM) for single-port writing in a dif-
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ferentially accessed cell.

Figure 3.7 (a) shows a circuit schematic for the N-port read operation. Assume here

that level "0" is stored at the output of Inverter 1 (INVl) and level "1" is stored at the output

of INV2. The two transistors Qlp and Q2a can be ignored since they are either cutting off

or weakly conducting. Qla represents N access transistors, so its transconductance becomes

Nxp^,. For simplicity, we make the following assumptions:

(1) I-V characteristics of each MOSFET can be expressed by the basic MOS model

equations.

(2) Threshold voltage, Vj, and transconductance, p, of each MOSFET is not modu

lated by drain-source voltage, Vqs, or substrate bias, Vbb •

(3) Threshold voltage of an N-channel MOSFET is equal to the absolute value of that

of a P-channel MOSFET.

Read Noise Margin (RNM) for a differentially accessed cell is expressed as,

where,

RNM =VT -jlj- v*t - t^w
1 + k(r+N)

r _ §nd %d

k =
r+N V (r+N)Vr2

(r+N)Vr2-NVs2
-1

Vs = Vdd-VT

Vdd-2VT

l +A +[_L(l+2*+*_)]V4
P P P

(3.1)

Figure 3.7 (b) shows a circuit schematic for the single-port write operation. Here, we

ignore Qlp and Q2n since their contribution to the circuit operation is negligible. The
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detailed derivation is given in APPENDIX 1. Write Noise Margin (WNM) can be expressed

as follows,

WNM =
1

7+1

where, (i) if rp = 1:

^^)-i(v^)-™- ^-^+*Z +l)VTrp-l+Jf

k =
Vdd(Vdd-2VT)
2(V^-3Vr)2

or, (ii)if rp * 1:

*=-2>
rp-1

Vr+(rp-l)V^

[Vr2 + rp(rp-l)V2]*
-1

(3.2)

^=^-(2^+1)1^

3.2.2.2 Single-ended Access Cell

Figure 3.8 shows a circuit schematic for the N-port read operation. Vu in this figure

denotes the bitline voltage for the read operation. As was mentioned before, the read noise

margins are different for the "0" and "1" read operations, so the following analysis is carried

out for these two cases. Please see APPENDIX 2 for the detailed derivation.

We ignore the transistor Qlp for the "0" read operation as shown in Figure 3.8 (a).

And it is assumed that the access transistor Qla operates in the linear region, that is

Vm < V<id - VV. The read noise margin for the N-port "0" reading can be expressed as,

RNML =VT -Ilr v* ~2fw~vT
1 +

k(r+N)

where,

Vdd-2VT

1+ L +[_L(i+2£+-*_)]*
q l qv q /J

(3.3)
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k - r 4 (r+N)V2
(r+N)V2-NV2
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-1

V,=Vvw(2V*-2Vr-Vw)

In the case of reading "1", it is determined by the value of the bitline voltage, V&/, and

beta ratio, rp/Nt whether Qla operates in the saturation region or not. So, analysis is car

ried out for these two cases. The bitline voltage to give the boundary between the saturation

and linear region can be expressed as follows,

V6o = VW -vr-V#VtQVm-SVt)

where,

r =_ p«* „ _ p,.p=-5E2-Pmi "" Vnd

If Vy is smaller than V^o , Qla operates in the linear region. Hence, the read noise margin

can be expressed as follows,

(l)ifVbl<Vb0,

RNMh^Vt-j^.

where, (i) if rp =N,

rpVdd-(2rp+N)VT

rp -N +•££•

, _ Vdd(Vdd-2VT)-Vs2
2(Vdd-3Vr)2

Vs=^Vbi(2Vdd-2VT-Vbt)

or, (ii) if rp *A/,

Vdd~2VT
\+qk+[q(qk2+2k+l)]l/2

rp-N
(rp-NWu+NVr

[(rp -N )(NV2 + rpV2) + N2V2]*
-1

(3.4)

(3.5)
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Vr=V^-(^-+l)Vr
V/,=VV^(V^-4V7)

(2){rVw>V60.
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RNMH =VT-Vddk^T 77X i+^+[^(^2+2ife+i)p

where,

rpV?-V rpV2-NV2

vs=vdd-vT-vbl

Vr=Vdd-2VT

-1

(3.6)

The expression of the "0M write noise margin can be given by substituting Vbl = 0 into

the equation (3.5) and inverting the sign. Thus, it is expressed as,

rpVdd-(2rp+l)VT Vdd-2VTWNML=-VT+J^ rp-l +^f l+qk+[q(qk2+2k+l)}^
where, (i) if rp = 1,

k =
Vdd(Vdd-2VT)

2(Vdd-WT)2

or, (ii) if rp * 1

(rp-lWa+V,
*=-ffi7p=T «•-![rp(rp-\)V2+V2}*

Vr=Vdd-(2rp+l)VT

VP=^Vdd(Vdd-Wr)

We also get the expression for the "1" write noise margin as,

(3.7)
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WNMH=-VT+1±T V,-^Vr

r+1 V
V^V^-Vt

1 +

(r+l)Vr2
(r+l)V2-V2

^r=^-^-VV

w+n

-1

Vdd-2VT

i +A +[1(1+2*+ii)]*
q q q

(3.8)

3.2.2.3 Modified Single-ended Access Cell

For the write operation, we can make use of the same expression for the single-ended

access cell. But for the read operation, it is difficult to get the analytical expressions. This

is because the voltages of the internal storage nodes come close to the bitline voltage and all

transistors in the cell can not be ignored. So, in this case, we estimate the noise margin from

the transfer characteristics of the cell.

3.2.3 Verification of Analysis

In this section, we briefly describe the results of verification of analysis through SPICE

simulations. We also touch on the the test circuit designed for measuring noise margins.

3.2.3.1 SPICE simulation

In Figure 3.9, the method to verify the analysis through SPICE simulation is shown.

For simulating a read noise margin, the timing sequence shown in Figure 3.9 (a) is

used. That is:

(1) set Vx and V2 to the initial value by using NODESET command,

(2) apply Vdd to the word line so that the access transistor is on,
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(3) increase Vn step by step until the cell flips,

then, the noise margin is equal to the Vn at the onset of flipping. A write noise margin can

also determined in the same manner as shown in Figure 3.9 (b).

Figure 3.10 shows the noise margins in the differentially accessed cell simulated

through SPICE together with the plots calculated from the analytic expressions presented

above. The conditions for the calculations and simulations are: V^ = 5 V, Vj - 0.85 V, and

p = 0.44. Good agreement between analyses and SPICE simulations is observed.

Another concern is the secondary effect of transistor parameters such as body effect on

the noise margins. The effect of bulk threshold parameter, gamma (y), on noise margins was

examined as shown in Figure 3.10. The read noise margin increase by increasing gamma

while the write noise margin decreases. This is because the conductance of the access

transistor decreases due to the body effect for higher gamma's.

Figure 3.11 shows the noise margins in the single-ended access cell simulated through

SPICE together with the plots calculated from the analytic expressions presented above.

The conditions for the calculations and simulations are: Vdd = 5 V, Vj = 0.85 V, Vbi = 2.5 V

, p =0.47. and q = 1.08. Also in this case, good agreement between analyses and SPICE

simulations is observed. According to the results of SPICE simulation, gamma does not

affect both the "0" read noise margin (RNML) and the "0" write noise margin (WNML). This

is because the source voltage of the access transistor is around the Vss level. In the case of

reading "1", the noise margin increases for larger gammas. This is because the substrate

bias (Vqs = -2.5 V) modulate the threshold voltage of the access transistors.

The above comparison has proved that the analytic expression can be useful for

estimating the stability in multiport memories. Secondary effects of transistor parameters
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have to be taken into account for a more accurate estimation of the noise margin.

3.2.3.2 Test Circuit for Noise Margin Measurement

We have designed a test circuit to verify the analyses. Figure 3.12 shows the circuit

diagram for measuring read noise margins in the single-ended access cell. The noise vol

tage set circuit is used to set the noise voltage betweenan input of an inverter and an output

of another inverter. The noise voltage is dynamically stored in two capacitors to simulate

the floating voltage sources shown in Figure 3.6 (a). The amount of noise voltage can be

controlled by changing the external biases, V^l and Vm • Also, stored information ("0" or

"1") can be controlled through the external LOW input. Note that the capacitances should

have large enough values so that the parasitic capacitances at the inverter inputs can be

negligible.

Figure 3.12 (b) shows a timing diagram to measure a noise margin. Initial setting is

done by forcing the state of the flip-flop to one of the two states and storing noise voltages in

the capacitors while maintaining the word line voltage at the Vss level. For examining the

noise margin, apply Vdd to the word line(s) and observe the internal state of the flip-flop

through the buffer. If the state of the inverter does not flip, the read noise margin has a

value larger than the noise voltage set by the former initialization. If the state of the inverter

flips, the read noise margin has a value smaller than the noise voltage set by the former ini

tialization. Thus the maximum noise voltage to prevent the cell from flipping gives the read

noise margin.

This test circuit has been embedded in the RAT (Register Alias Table)[7] test chip and

has been sent for fabrication.
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3.3 Optimal Design of Multiport Memories

This section describes the optimal design of multiport memories based on the noise

margin analyses presented in section 3.2.

3.3.1 Differentially Accessed Cell

Figure 3.13 shows the plot of read noise margins (RNM) and write noise margins

(WNM) calculated from equations (3.1) and (3.2). Plots are shown as a function of a beta

ratio, r = p^/p™, for different beta ratios, p = $pd/$nd- We see the following from this

figure:

(1) Read noise margin (RNM) is a monotonically increasing function of r, while write

noise margin (WNM) is a monotonically decreasing function.

(2) Read noise margin (RNM) is a monotonically increasing function ofp, while write

noise margin (WNM) is a monotonically decreasing function.

These results show that we should carefully choose beta ratios, r and p, for ensuring enough

noise margins.

Figure 3.14 shows a scheme to determine the optimal beta ratio, roptt for a given p.

The critical operations in an N-port multiport memory are a single-port write (r = ropt) and

an N-port read (r = roptIN). For simplicity, wedefine the optimal betaratio ropt as r which

gives equal value of noise margin for a single-port write and an N-port read. Also we call

this value of noise margin as the maximum noise margin,NMmax. It is important to note that

in the actual design we should take care about other effects such as dynamic noise during

read/write operation, sensitivity of noise margins to supply voltage, and sensitivity of noise

margins to process variations for determining optimal beta ratios.
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Figure 3.15 shows the plots of optimal beta ratio (ropt) as a function of the number of

the ports, N. ropt is a monotonically increasing function ofN. Figure 3.16 shows the plot

of maximum noise margin (NM^) as a function of the number of the ports, N. These

results show that the beta of P-channel MOSFET $pd ,does not play an important role in

determining the noise margin, but it should be appropriately large enough to avoid an

increase of ropt. An example of optimal design for triple-port memory is: p =0.5 and

r<>pt = 2.6. It gives the noisemargin of about0.44V.

3.3.2 Single-ended Access Cell

The optimization of the single-ended cell is rather complicated compared with that of

differentially accessed cell, because we must consider four noise margins at a time and the

variation of bitline voltage for read operation.

Figure 3.17 shows an example of plots for a static single-ended access cell. It is

assumed that the bitline voltage for the read operation is 2.5 V. We clearly see in this figure

that the "1" level writing is very difficult and we cannot ensure enough noise margins for all

operations, as is described in Chapter 3.1. So, we must give up the static approach at this

moment. In this section, we focus on a one-sided clocking version of the pseudo-static

single-ended cell and ignore the "1" write operation. Furthermore, we fix the bitline voltage

for the read operation at 2.5 V since it is practical from the viewpoint of the sense amplifier

design.

The first task is to get the right balance between the "0" and "1" read operations by

minimizing the difference between the "0" and "1" read noise margins. "0" read noise mar

gin, RNMLi and "1" read noise margin, RNM,, are plotted against beta ratio, q = Pp//P«/ ,

for different p's in Figure 3.18. RNML is an increasing function of q while RNM,, is a
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decreasing one. This means that there is an optimal q (= qopt) to give equal noise margins

for "0" and "1" read operations for each given p. In other words, optimization of the logic

threshold of inverter 2 is needed to get the right balance.

In Figure 3.19, qopt is plotted against beta ratio p =$pdl$nd for different r's. To make

design easy, we approximate the relation between qopt andp as a linear function,

qopt^ 1.919 xpO-ra (3.9)

In Figure 3.20 the noise margins of the pseudo-static single-ended cell are plotted

against r for optimal beta ratio, qopt. Three curves representing RNMHJRNML and WNML

cross at around the same point. Thus equation (3.9) gives a favorable balance of noise mar

gins.

Through this relation we can determine the qopi for givenp, andcandetermine the ropt

accordingly. In Figure 3.21, ropt is shown as a function of the number of the ports,N. Note

that the value of ropt is comparatively small compared with that of the differentially

accessed cell. This is because the read operation is more stable than that of the differen

tially accessed cell due to the strong non-linearity of one of the inverters.

Figure 3.22 shows maximum noise margin, NMmax, as a function of the number of the

ports, N. An example of optimal design for triple-port memory is: p =0.5, q = 1.15 and

r<>pt = 1-6. It gives the noise marginof about0.52 V.

3.3.3 Modified Single-ended Access Cell

The read noise margins for the modified single-ended cell are calculated through the

transfer characteristics of the flip-flop. Figure 3.23 shows an example of the calculated

transfer characteristics of this cell.
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Figure 3.24 shows the read noise margin as a function of r. The analytic expression

for the single-ended access cell is used for the plot of the write noise margin. Please note

that the "1" write operation is also difficult in this cell structure, so the pseudo-static

approach is assumed.

In Figure 3.25, ropt is shown as a function of the number of the ports, N, and Figure

3.22 shows maximum noise margin, NMmn, as a function of the number of the ports, N.

3.3.4 Comparison of Noise Margins

Noise margins for optimally designed multiport memories are compared. For the

single-ended cell and the modified single-ended cell only a pseudo-static version with one

sided clocking is considered for this comparison.

Figure 3.27 shows the noise margins plotted against the number of ports, N, for three

cell configurations optimally designed for p =0.5. The single-ended cell has the largest

noise margin of the three configurations. We can expect a noise margin of 0.5 V for the

triple-port single-ended memory cell. The modified single-ended cell has no advantage over

the single-ended cell due to its low noise margin and its increased number of signal lines.

Hence, we exclude the modified single-ended access cell as a candidate for the multiport

memory. In the following section, we study other aspects such as area and speed.

3.4 Active Area Estimation

Another important design issue to achieve high performance per cost is the cell area

and the speed. It is difficult to specify what design parameters affect the cell area, but it

seems to be dependent on the following:

(1) Total area consumed by the active transistors.
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(2) Number of signal lines.

(3) Regularity of the circuit layout

(4) Process technology (buried contact, interconnection etc.).

Among them, (1) and (2) appears to have a major effect on the cell area. As far as the

number of the signal lines is concerned, the pseudo-static single-ended access cell has an

advantage over the differentially accessed cell if the number of ports is greater than two

(N>2). In this section, we focus on the active area for two cell configurations to confirm the

feasibility of the single-ended cell.

It is a well known fact that area and speed are closely related. The smaller the cell

area, the smaller the capacitance of the signal lines as well as that of other parasitics. At the

same time, reducing the transistor size in the cell results in the reduction of the driving capa

bility. To figure out the relation between area and signal line capacitance is a difficult task,

because it is closely related to the fabrication technology. So, we take only the signal

current into account as the criterion for estimating the area. In other words, we calculate the

area so that we can get the standard signal current.

The important thing to note is that if the memory cell with the minimum size access

transistor provides enough signal current, the single-ended cell has an area smaller than that

of the differential cell. This means that the following analysis is true when the size of the

access transistor is bigger than that of the minimum size.

3.4.1 Scale Up Factor

The amount of signal current is mainly determined by the size of the access transistor.

So, it is important to know the dependence of the size of the access transisto^p^) on the

number of the ports(N). Accordingly, we define the scale up factor, Fs, as a matter of
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convenience. Scale up factor, Fs, is defined as the ratio of P„a (transconductance of the

access transistor) to po. Here, po is a constant relating to the standard signal current

Figure 3.28(a) shows the definition of the scale up factor of the differentially accessed

cell. The transconductance Po is defined as the transistor parameter which gives the stan

dard signal current under the bias condition of Vcs = Vds = 5 V, and Wo denotes the chan

nel width of this transistor. The transconductance of the access transistor, p^, in the dif

ferentially accessed multiport memory cell becomes larger than po in order to get the same

amount of signal current This is because the output voltage of the Inverter 1 is larger than

V„ and the Vcs of the access transistor becomes less than 5 V. The scale up factor, Fs is

expressed as,

F*=-fe-=Jfe- (3-10)
Figure 3.28(b) shows the scale up factor in the single-ended accessed cell. In the

single-ended access case, the signal current for the "1" read is smaller than that for the "0"

read if the beta ratio p is smaller than or equal to 1. This is because the Vcs for the "1" read

is 2.5 V while the VGS for the "0" read is greater than 2.5 V. Thus, we only treat the "1"

read case. From the viewpoint of the signal current, the single-ended cell has a disadvan

tage since the Vqs of the access transistor is one half of that of the differentially accessed

cell.

At first, we would like to derive the scale up factor for these two cell configurations.

3.4.1.1 Differentially Accessed Cell

In Figure 3.28(a), the signal current is can be expressed as,

is=^r(Vdd-Vi-V>r)2 (3.1D
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', =4r Vi W* "Vr-T-* (3-12)
where Vi is the output voltage of the inverter 1. By eliminating /,, we get,

Vi =(1 -yjy^Wdd -VT). (3.13)
Thus, the signal current becomes,

'»••¥• TTW W" ~W (3'14)
This signal current should be equal to the standard signal current So we get,

is =-£?- (V*" VT)2- • (3.15)
>From (3.14) and (3.15) we get the scale up factor as,

where,

c _ Pna _ r+N
r

r.find
''fina'

(3.16)

3.4.1.2 Single-ended Access Cell

In Figure 3.28(b), the access transistor operates in the saturation region under the fol

lowing condition,

Vu >Vdd - VT -y$-VT(2Vdd - 5VT) (3.17)

where,

_ _ find _ _ fipd
r-Jn7'P-Jn7-

Substituting Vbl =¥g- into (3.17) yields,

N-AVraVu-WT) (3'18)
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We calculate the scale up factor for the following two cases.

(I) If the access transistor operates in the saturation region:

(Vdd-2VT)1
#* AVtOVu-Wt)

The signal current is expressed as,

; _ fina ( *dd w o
h =-T- ("^ VT)'

>From (3.15) and (3.19) we get the scale up factor as,

F _ fina _ (Vdd-VT)2
Y*L-yT)2

(2) If the access transistor operates in the linear region:

rp ^ (Vdd-2VT)2
WK WtUVm-SVt)

The signal current is expressed as,

Vi-
Vdd
Tdd \, vddis =fina (Vi " -^f-)(^f- - VT ^-)

is =%*- (Vdd ~Vx)(Vdd -VT- Vdd~Vx).

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

The scale up factor can be given by eliminating is from these equations and by solving for

V\ for two cases,

(a) If rp=yv,

V,=
Vdd(lVdd-\2VT)

Wdd~2VT) •

Substituting (3.23) into (3.21) yields,

, = fina Vdd(Vdd-AVr)QVdd -4Vr)(5Vatf -8Vr)
' "^ 64(V^-2K7)2

(3.23)

(3.24)
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Thus, we get,

P (A(Vdd-VT)2(Vdd-2VT)2
Fs ~ VddiVdd -4Vr)(3^ -4fr)<5V*f -WTY V-z:>)

(a) If rp*Ny

. _ fina [Va - (rp +N)Vb][(3rp -N)Vb-Va] a „
h-^l 4(rp -N)2 * {*' }

where,

Va =^(rp +N)2(Vdd -2VT)2 +rp(rp -NWmOVm -4Vt) (3.27)
Vb=Vdd-2VT. (3.28)

Thus, we get,

P Hrp-NnVM-Vr)2
Fs " Wa-(rp +N)Vb\[(lrp -N)Vb-Val (3'2y)

3.4.2 Normalized Active Area

We define the normalized active area as,

^total

where Wtotai is the summation of the channel width in a cell, and Wo is the channel width of

An =J^- (3.30)

the transistor having the transconductance of po. We compare the cell area using this meas

ure.

3.4.2.1 Differentially Accessed Cell

The normalized area for the differentially accessed cell is expressed as,

AN =2(N +r +rpr\)Fs. (3.31)

where,
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Pna Vnd

and rj is the beta ratio of N-channel MOSFET to P-channel MOSFET for the same channel

width and expressed as,

y., fiNMOS
fiPMOS '

T| is 2.5 ~3.0 in theconventional CMOS process. Substituting r = ropt and equation (3.16)

into (3.31) yields,

AN =2[N +ropt(\ +pii)] r°P'+N. (3.32)
r rQpt

Fs and A# are plotted as a function of the number of the ports, N, in Figure 3.29 and

Figure 3.30, respectively. Here, rj = 2.5 is assumed. As is shown in the Figure 3.30, the

smaller the beta ratio p the smaller the active area, especially for a large value of N. This

means that the size of the access transistor determines the active area, since the size of the

access transistor decreases by decreasing p as is shown in Figure 3.29. As is mentioned in

section 3.3.1, decreasing p suffers from an increase of r = find/fina • So, balancing these two

ratios is needed to get a compact and stable cell. For example, the normalized active area of

a triple-port cell is 38 for p = 0.5. It is 2.4 times bigger than the conventional single-port

(SRAM) cell.

3.4.2.2 Single-Ended Access Cell

The normalized active area for the pseudo-static single-ended cell with one-side clock

ing (one-side clocking version) is expressed as,

AN=[N+ropt(4 + PT\)]Fs. (3.33)

The normalized active area for the two-sided clocking version becomes,

AA/=[;V+4r<?/,/(l+pr1)l/v (3.34)
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In these expressions, we ignore the areaoccupied by Inverter 2, since it drives only the input

of Inverter 1 and can be small.

Fs and A# for the one-sided clocking version are plotted as a function of the number of

the ports, N, in Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32, respectively. Because the Vcs of the access

transistor is small (2.5 V), the scale up factor is as much as 7 or more (1"4 for the differen

tial cell). This shows that the single-ended cell consumes a large active area to get a reason

able signal current. The active area depends strongly on the beta ratio p. This is because

the size of the P-channel MOSFET determines the amount of signal current. For example,

the normalized active area of a triple-port cell is 81 forp = 0.5. It is 1.8 times bigger than

the single-port cell.

Fs and A# for the two-sided clocking version are plotted as a function of the number

of the ports, N, in Figure 3.33 and Figure 3.34, respectively. The criterion of the noise mar

gin (NMcrt) is 0.8 V in these calculations. In this condition, the beta ratio ropt increases pro

portionally with the number of the ports, N. The result is that the scale up factor is constant

for different Ns. By the same reason, the normalized active area is proportional to the

number of the ports.

Thus far, to maintain a constant signal current and to ensure a certain amount of noise

margin, we must increase the active area proportionally with the number of the ports. To

avoid a significant increase of the area, a special circuit or an improved array structure to

sense the small signal current is needed. In the next section, we present a technique using a

dummy cell and discuss its effectiveness.

3.4.2.3 The Impact of Dummy Cell on Active Area
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The problem of the single-ended cell is in resolving the difference between the signal

currents when reading "0" and "1". It can be compensated by using a dummy cell.

The memory array configuration for using a dummy cell is shown in Figure 3.35(a).

The memory array is divided into two halves and the sense amplifiers are located between

these two half arrays. Each bitline has a dummy cell. When the memory cells in the left

hand side are selected, the dummy cells at the right hand side are selected, and vice versa.

Figure 3.35(a) shows the circuit scheme of a dummy cell. The idea is to drive the

dummy bitline by the intermediate value of the two signal currents ("0" and "1" read). By

this means, equal signal voltage differences for "0" and "1" read operation are expected as

shown in Figure 3.35(b). The drawbacks of this means are:

(1) It adds a certain amount of delay in the case of the "0" read. This is because the

voltage of the dummy bitline drops before the sense amplifiers are triggered. So, it

takes some time to reach the logic threshold of the next stage.

(2) Peak current increases because of an increased amplitude of the dummy bitiine in

the case of the "0" read operation.

(3) It increases the area.

(4) Additional logic control is needed to select one of the dummy cells.

The required scale up factor in this case is expressed as follows:

(I) If the access transistor operates in the saturation region:

rp^ (Vdd -2VT)2
N ~ 4Vr(2Vdd-5VT)

Ps = gr«-W (3.35)
'TW-T^r* " 2Vt) +̂ ~ ^)2)
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(2) If the access transistor operates in the linear region:

#<
(V<ld-2VT)2

(a) if rp=N,then

[7+WT-<Tv* -wr)+ VWm-Wt* ]

(a) if rp *N, then

Fs - . r Vdd.3v „„ x, [Va-(rp +N)Vbmrp -N)Vb-V.\ ,(3-37)

Fs and A# for the one-sided clocking version with a dummy cell are plotted as a func

tion of the number of the ports, N, in Figure 3.36 and Figure 3.37, respectively. By employ

ing a dummy cell, A# becomes insensitive to the beta ratio p. This is because the signal

voltage is determined not only by the size of the P-channel MOSFET. For example, the nor

malized active area of a triple-port cell is 52 for p = 0.5. It is 64 % of the area without a

dummy cell.

Fs and A^ for the two-sided clocking version with a dummy cell are plotted as a func

tion of the number of the ports, N, in Figure 3.38 and Figure 3.39, respectively. The scaling

factor decreases to around three to five. The normalizedactive area of a triple-port cell is 52

forp = 0.5, and is about 54 % of that without using a dummy cell.

3.4.3 Discussion

A comparison of the normalized active area is shown in Figure 3.40. The normalized

active area of the single-ended cell with one-sided clocking is about two times as big as that
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of the differentially accessed cell when N = 3. The two-sided clocking version consumes

twice the area of the one-sided clocking version. So, the single-ended cell seems infeasible

without special circuit techniques.

Figure 3.41 shows some ideas to solve this problem. The first one is to employ a split-

bitline configuration as shown in Figure 3.41(b). In this configuration, the bitline capaci

tance ( Cbli ) is expected to be one half of the total bitline capacitance ( Cbli )• m this

case, the signal current to get the same signal voltage can be a half of the standard one. In

Figure 3.42, the normalized area for split-bitline based single-ended cells are compared with

that of the differentially accessed cell. As shown in this figure, the normalized area for the

one-sided clocking version of the single-ended cell is comparable to that for the differen

tially accessed cell.

The second one is to employ a dummy cell in addition to the split-bitline architecture

as shown in Figure 3.41(c). In Figure 3.43, the normalized area for a dummy cell and split-

bitline based single-ended cells are compared with that of the differentially accessed cell. In

this case, the normalized area of the two-sided clocking version of the single-ended cell is

comparable to that of the differentially accessed cell.

3.5 Choice of Multiport Memory Cell

As far as the noise margins are concerned, the pseudo-static single-ended cell is supe

rior to other configurations.

>From the viewpoint of the active area, split-bitline based single-ended cell and the

differentially accessed cell seem feasible.
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The single-ended cell has the advantage of a smaller number of the signal lines over

other configurations if the number of the ports is greater than three.

Based on these considerations, the pseudo-static single-ended access cell ( one- or

two-sided clocking) seems to be promising for the multiport memory cell.

Note that this selection must be accompanied with a sensitive and high speed sensing

scheme. The split bitline scheme or a dummy cell is an effective approach by improving a

memory array configuration.

To make this choice robust, the study of the sense amplifier is indispensable. There

fore, in the next chapter, the sense amplifier circuit fit for the single-ended cell is investi

gated.
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CHAPTER 4 SENSE AMPLIFIER DESIGN

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, one of the keys to achieving a compact mul

tiport memory cell is a sensing circuit that can sense the signal current provided by the

minimum size memory cell. This chapter discusses, first, possible sense amplifier

configurations for the single-ended multiport memory cell. Next, we analyze speed, power

and peak current in these sense amplifiers. Finally, we compare the performance of the

sense amplifiers.

4.1 Possible Sense Circuit Configurations

There are two possible configurations for the sensing circuit as shown below:

(1) Voltage sensing method.

(2) Current sensing method.

The first one is to amplify the small input voltage (0.2 " 0.5 V ) to the large output voltage (

"5 V), and is conventionally used for the sensing circuit of DRAMs and SRAMs. The

second one is used for the sensing circuit of EPROMs ( Erasable Programmable Read Only

Memories ) or EEPROMs ( Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories ).

The difference is that the first one has a relatively large input impedance while the second

one has a small one. Consequently, the voltage swing in the current sense amplifiers is

smaller than that of the voltage sense amplifiers. Next, we show some examples for the

single-ended memory cell.

4.1.1 Voltage Sense Amplifiers
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One possible way of the voltage sensing scheme is to combine the split-bitline array

configuration (Figure 3.41) and a dynamic cross-coupled sense amplifier ( SA ) which is

conventionally used for DRAMs (or it is called an open-bitline structure). Figure 4.1 shows

an example of the sensing circuit. The advantages of this scheme are:

(1) Sensing speed is relatively high due to a decreased bitline capacitance.

Vdd(2) It is easy to get —£=- (the only thing to do is to short bitline pairs).

On the other hand, it has the following disadvantages:

(1) Timing control (from the rising edge of the word-line to the edge of the SA trigger

ing pulse) is critical.

(2) Dynamic power is relatively large since every bitline is driven to Vdd or Vss level

for every read operation.

4.1.2 Current Sense Amplifiers

Figure 4.2 shows the transresistance sense amplifier[14], an example of the current

sense amplifier. The current sense amplifier is basically an I-V ( current to voltage ) con

verter. The transresistance sense amplifier consists of an inverter ( amplifier ) and a feed

back resistor. By this configuration, we can get the output voltage which is proportional to

the input current. In this sensing circuit, the voltage swing of the input node is suppressed

to a low level. So it has the following advantages:

(1) Sensing speed is high especially for heavy input capacitance.

(2) Dynamic power is decreased due to a reduced voltage swing.

On the other hand, it has the following disadvantages:

(1) It consumes DC power since it needs DC bias current.

(2) Precharging a bitline takes much time after a write operation ( write recovery ),
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unless there is a special circuit.

(3) The peak current for precharging is high.

In figure 4.2(b), we use a reset transistor and a reset pulse to shunt the feedback resistor for

improving the write recovery characteristic.

4.2 Analysis and Design of Sense Amplifiers

In this section, the performances of three kinds of sense amplifiers ( one voltage SA

and two current SA) are analyzed.

The first task is to set a target for the design of a sense amplifier. Figure 4.3 shows the

calculated signal current for the triple-port cell with minimum size access transistors. The

calculation is based on the transistor parameters for a 1.6|im CMOS process provided

through the MOSIS service. Other transistor sizes are determined based on the optimal

design presented in Chapter 3. The result shows that we can expect as small as 40|iA per

port in the case of the triple-port read operation. So, we choose 50|iA per port as the target

of the signal current for the following analyses.

We assume that the logic threshold voltage of the next stage to be 2.5 V. Then, Vn

and Vifi becomes 2.125 V and 2.875 V, respectively!;15]. So, we assume that 2.510.5 V is

needed for the sense amplifier output to drive the next stage correctly. This is used for cal

culating the sensing delay time.

4.2.1 Cross-coupled Dynamic Sense Amplifier

Figure 4.4 shows the circuit diagram for analysis. For simplicity, the following are

assumed:

Vdd(1) The voltage difference between BL and the precharge level (—3—) is same as the
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difference between BL and the precharge level.

(2) Transconductances ( p) of all MOSFETs are equal.

(3) Both cross-coupled MOSFETs operate in the saturation region. This means that the

voltage difference between BL and BL is less than the threshold voltage (Vj). (It is

enough to estimate a transmission delay.)

At first, we perform DC analysis. The currents for three N-channel MOSFETs in Fig

ure 4.3 are expressed as,

i2n=%(¥g-+X-y-VT)2
in =Vy(Vdd-%.-vT).

>From these equations we get,

where,

V„ ^2V2-24x2
*=-#- H

Vp=2Vdd-3VT

Vq =5Vdd2 - \2VmVj +6VT2

Substituting (4.4) into (4.3) yields,

«•„=-§• fo^.^V-M* ^l2V2-24x2 4+ fVu - VT

We get the amount of the peak current by substituting x = 0 into (4.5),

Ipeak =1 \vM-vT-^.va ^Vq +̂ Vdd-VT
If we assume Vdd = 5V and Vj = 1V ,(4.6) becomes,

W = 1.33xp.

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)
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Next, we calculate the delay time. We define two delay times,T<n and Zdi* as follows.

id\ is the time needed for establishing a voltage difference of 200 mV between BL and BL,

and idi is the time from triggering the sense amplifiers to getting 1 V difference between

BL and BL. xd\ is expressed as,

Trfi=0.2x Cm

We get xd2 by solving the following differential equation,

dx _ iiN ~i\N
w

(4.8)

=-Jr-(Vdd-2VT-2y)x. (4.9)

The variation of x by changing y from 0 to 0.5 is small ( 0.347D.390 ), so we can approxi

mate that y is constant. Then, (4.9) becomes,

^ =1$b7(Vdd-2VT-2yo)x. (4.10)

where,

v -Yp ^ vn

By solving (4.10), we get,

x = jcq exp
PO^-2Vr-2yo)

(4.11)

where, xo is the initial value of x. By substituting x = 0.5 and xq = 0.1 into (4.11), we get

the expression of the delay time as,

If we assume Vdd = 5V and Vj - 1V ,(4.12) becomes,

(4.12)

xd2 = 0.698 x
Cbi (4.13)
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>From (4.8) and (4.13), the total sensing delay is expressed as,

Id =1dl+*d2

0.2 , 0.698^
1T +~P~

Cbl. (4.14)

Figure 4.5 shows calculated delays and peak currents as functions of the transconductance

of the transistors. Here, we assume that the number of the bitlines is 100 ( assuming triple-

port and 32-bit data ). The circles in the figure are the delay times simulated with SPICE.

Good agreement between the analysis and SPICE simulation is observed. This figure shows

that the delay time improvement can not be expected and we suffer from high peak current

by increasing transconductance over 1 x 10"3A/V2.

4.2.2 Transresistance Sense Amplifier

Figure 4.6 shows the circuit schematic of the transresistance sense amplifier used for

the analysis. For simplicity, it is assumed that the transconductances of N-channel and P-

channel MOSFETs are equal and both MOSFETs operate in the saturation region.

At first, we perform DC analysis. Current equations for MOSFETs are,

in=%(^L+x-VT)2 (4.15)

ip=^(¥*L-x-vT)2 (4.16)
Thus, signal current is expressed as,

ls = *n ~~ lp

= fi (Vdd-2VT)x. (4.17)

We get the input voltage change as,

x= fi(VddS-2Vr)' (4'18)
The output voltage change is expressed as,
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y = RF-
^(Vdd-2VT)

Then, the required value for the feedback resistor is,

RF--t+V(vJ-2VT)-
If we assume that i, = 50(jA and y = 1V, (4.20) becomes,

RF =2X104 +^(Vm1.1Vt).
The DC current for x = 0 is given by,

Vdd/*-l(-!f-Vrj2.

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

Next, we perform a transient analysis. In the following analysis, we ignore the output

capacitance for simplicity. Then we get a differential equation,

where,

£ +/*=&

P =

2 =

fi(Vdd-2VT)

bl

By solving (4.23), we get,

X~fi(Vdd-ZVT)
If we assume that the output voltage change at the steady state is 1 V, the delay time is

expressed as,

1 -exp

X-//l(2) fi(Vdd-*VT)

(4.23)

HVM-2VT) (4.24)

(4.25)

We define the precharge time, xp, as the time needed to drive the input within 5 % of

the steady state voltage. Assuming that the transconductance of the reset transistor is large
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enough compared with that of the inverter transistor, we get the precharging time as,

Vddt Cbl.
zp-Wd7=?vF)

2VT

Figure 4.7 shows delay time, zdt precharging time , xp, andDCcurrent Idc»as a func

tion of the transconductance. This figure shows that the precharging time is about four

times as much as the delay time. Thus, a special circuit is needed for the fast recovery after

a write operation. The delay time is also simulated with SPICE, and the results are shown

as circles in the figure. The reason why the analysis shows the smaller delay time is that we

ignore the output capacitance for the analysis. The SPICE simulation results are shown in

Figures 4.8 and 4.9, for different input (bitline) capacitances. These figures clearly show

that the peak current during read operations can be suppressed by the reduction of the input

voltage swing. Figure 4.8 also shows that the disadvantage of this amplifier is that it takes

too much time for precharging an input.

4.2.3 Class-A Push-Pull Current Sense Amplifier

A problem of the transresistance sense amplifier is the slow recovery from a write

operation. One possible way to solve this problem is to use an amplifier capable of driving

high input capacitance. We present here an example of a current sense amplifier using a

push-pull driver.

Figure 4.10(a) shows the schematic of the class-A push-pull current sense amplifier.

The bias voltage Vbn and VBP are applied to the gates of the push-pull driver so that the

driver is in the class-A operation mode for the standard signal current (50). At the same

time, the input current is mirrored to the output. Since the output capacitance is small

enough compared with that of the input, a high slew rate is expected at the output even for a

(4.26)
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small input current RESET pulse is used for setting the output voltage at the logic thres

hold voltage of the next stage.

We analyze this circuit using a circuit shown in Figure 4.10(b). For simplicity, we

assume that the upper half and the lower half of the circuits operate symmetrically, and that

all transistors operate in the saturation region.

At first, we perform a DC analysis. The bias current is expressed as,

h=-I- VB2
in and ip are expressed as ,

rn=^-(vB+x)2
In=^(VB~x)2.

Then, the signal current is expressed by using x as,

Is=2fiiVBx.

Thus the input voltage swing is expressed as,

_ '* _ '*
X~1Wb~- 2{2$XIBY*-

The gate-source voltage of transistor Qi is expressed as,

^Wfe[ vB +
Is

2[2p1/fll'^

So, the condition that Q \ operates in the saturation region is,

Vgs2<^--VB
Substituting (4.32) yields,

P2> 8/fl
'.v+4/b

Vdd
2 - vr - [^2.]"

+ VT.

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)
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Next, we perform a transient analysis. The differential equation is,

dxCbl^ +2foVBx=is.

Solving this equation yields,

x =
W7

If we neglect the parasitic capacitances, the output current is expressed as,

1 -exp
2fiiVB t

Cu

iout —"nr^« ~~ h)

1 -exp
2piVfl

Cbi

The output voltage is expressed as,

dy iout
dt ~C^'

>From (4.36) and (4.37), we get,

y =
Ps i, t + ta< exp

where,

ta
-1

t - c»

A parabolic approximation of exponential function yields,

v - 1 P3 i, t2
y ~ TWTo"7r-

The delay time is expressed as,

This result suggests that the delay time is insensitive to the input capacitance, since it

is proportional to the square root of the input capacitance. It is in contrast to the results of

the previous sense amplifiers where the delay time is proportional to the input capacitance.

(4.34)

(4.35)

(4.36)

(4.37)

(4.38)

(4.39)
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Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the SPICE simulation results for two different input capaci

tances. The delay time does not increase much by doubling the input capacitance.

>From these results, this configuration allows high-speed sensing in the case that the

input is highly capacitive. The only drawback of this sense amplifier is that it consumes a

large area, since the transistor size should be large enough to operate in the saturation

region.

4.3 Discussion

In this section, performances of the sense amplifiers are compared and discussed based

on the previous results. Figure 4.13 shows the delay time calculated as a function of input

capacitance. Transistor sizes are determined so that the the DC current becomes 10 mA for

the current sense amplifier and the peak current becomes 100 mA for the dynamic cross-

coupled sense amplifier. Note that a split bitline array configuration is assumed for the

dynamic cross-coupled sense amplifier, so the capacitance used for the calculation is one

half of that of the current sense amplifier. The delay time of the transresistance sense

amplifier is almost equal to that of the dynamic cross-coupled sense amplifier. The class-A

push-pull current sense amplifier shows better performance over the other two amplifiers

when the input capacitance is larger than 2 pF (total BL capacitance).

Figure 4.14 shows the power dissipation calculated as a function of the input capaci

tance. The following are assumed for the calculation:

(1) cycle time = 100 ns,

(2) performs 2-READs and 2-WRITEs in a cycle, and

(3) has 100 bitlines ( = 3 x 32-bit).
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We neglect the DC current of the dynamic cross-coupled sense amplifier during the sensing

operation, and other dynamic power consumptions due to parasitics. This figure shows that

if the DC bias current is less than 10 mA (total) and the input capacitance is larger than 1

pF, dynamic power dominates the total power dissipation.

Table 4.1 summarizes the design tradeoffs for three sense amplifiers. From these

results, it seems feasible to sense the signal current of 50jiA. For detailed discussions,

further studies to estimate the areas and parasitics are needed.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION

The feasibility of the multiport memory with more than two ports has been studied

analytically. We conclude the following:

(1) The analytic expressions of the static noise margins of the possible multiport memory

cells are derived. Optimal design of multiport memories becomes possible through

this analysis.

(2) It is found that the one-side clocked pseudo-static single-ended cell is more stable than

the static differentially accessed cell. Noise margin is expected to be as much as 0.5 V

for a triple-port single-ended cell. For more stable triple-port memories or multiport

memories with more than three ports, the two-side clocked single-ended access cell is

feasible.

(3) The active area for the optimally designed multiport memory cell is estimated. The

single-ended cell has an active area that is as small as that of the differentially accessed

cell, by employing a split-bitline array configuration , a dummy cell, or using a high

sensitive sense amplifier.

(4) Three possible sense amplifiers which are capable of sensing the signal current pro

vided by the minimum size single-ended cell are presented. It is revealed that the

class-A push-pull current sense amplifier has better performance for high bitline capa

citances ( >2 pF ). DC power dissipation of the current sense amplifier is not a dom

inant factor if the circuit is properly designed. A special circuit technique is needed for

fast recovery after a write operation.
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Through these results, it is concluded that the triple-port memory is feasible through the use

of the pseudo-static single-ended cell.

Several topics which future research may address are:

(1) efficient layout design style for multiport memories;

(2) study of the effect of process variation on the stability of the multiport memory;

(3) study of the effect of the internal and external noise on the stability of the multiport

memory;

(4) other possible memory cell configurations to improve operating margins as

presented in Chapter 2.2.
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APPENDIX 1 DERIVATION OF STATIC NOISE MARGIN OF

DIFFERENTLVLLY ACCESSED CELL

The detailed analysis of the read noise margin of the differentially accessed cell

(SRAM) was performed by E. Seevinck etal.[ll]. Here, we derive the write noise margin

of the differentially accessed cell.

In FigureAl.l, equating currents of the MOSFETs for each inverteryields,

h- (Vdd -x-VN -Vjf^ndb +VN) .. .. x + Vny+VN-VT T^-

fipd(vdd -y) v v v ydd-yVdd -x -VT 2— = finay Vdd-Vj-%

(Al.l)

(A1.2)

- P^£, andp =-B^-, (Al.l) and (A1.2) can be rewritten as,
Pna Pnd

By using Vs = Vdd - VY, r = -j^-, andp
'na

(VS-VN -x)2 = r(x+VN)(2y -x+VN -2VT)

rp(Vdd -y)(Vs-VT -2x +y)=y(2Vs -y).

(A 1.4) is rewritten as,

(rp-l)y2 + 2[Vs-rp(VT+x)]y-rpVdd(Vs -VT-2x) = 0.

We approximate (A 1.5) as a linear function at* = V^as,

y = - kx + V0.

for following two cases.

(1) if rp =1, theny becomes,

v_v Vdd(Vdd-2VT)
y ~ Vdd 2(Vdd-2VT-x)

Thus, we get,

(A1.3)

(A1.4)

(A1.5)

(A1.6)

(A 1.7)
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_ Vdd(Vdd-2VT)
=W 2(Vdd-3VT?

V0 = (l-k)Vdd+4kVT.

(2) if rp * 1, then y becomes,

(A1.8)

(A1.9)

y=7p3y[ -V5 +rp(VT +x) +̂i[V5 -rp(VT +x)]2+rp(rp -1)V^(V5 -VT -Qk^lO)
thus, we get,

where,

rp-1

V0 = AVr +

Vr+(rp-l)VDD

[Vr2 + rp(rp-l)Vp2]*

tfcVdd-Vr
ip-l +f

Vr=VDD-(2^p+l)VT

Vp=VvDD(VDD-4Vr).

Substituting (A 1.6) into (A 1.3) yields,

-1

[I + r(2k + l)]X2-2(Vs + rA)X +VS2 = 0

where,

X=x+VN

A =VQ + (k + l)VN-VT.

By using the condition of coinciding roots, we get,

Vs + rA = Vs Vl + r(2£ + l).

Substituting A into (A 1.14) yields,

(* + 1)VW
=-v0 +vr +^l±r(2* +i)-i

Thus, the write noise margin is expressed as,

v,

(Al.ll)

(A1.12)

(A1.13)

(A1.14)
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WNM=VN

T+T

^lHfm+n.i (^-Wdd +(2rp+l)VT^l+r(2fc+l)-l(y _y) _ (k_1)VT k
r rp-l-hf-

j(A1.15)
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APPENDIX 2 DERIVATION OF STATIC NOISE MARGIN OF

SINGLE-ENDED ACCESS CELL

We can use the same expressions of the read noise margins for the write noise margins

by substituting, Vbi = 0 for "0" write, and Vbi = Vdd for "1" write. Thus, we derive here the

two read noise margins.

A2.1 "0" Read Noise Margin (RNML )

In Figure A2.1, only Q2n operates in the saturation region. By equating currents of the

MOSFETs for each inverter, we get,

(Vbi-y) Vdd-Vr-y-^^jJL iry -yr-i (A2.1)

(y + VN - VT)2 = p (Vdd~VN -x)(Vdd-VN -2VT-2y +x) (A2.2)

where,r =-B^- and p =-5^-. We approximate (A2.1) as a linear function at
Pna Prtrf

x -Vdd -Vras,

y = - kx + Vq.

(A2.1) can be rewritten as,

(r +N)y2-2[N Vdd -(r+N)VT+rN x]y+N Vs2 = 0

where,

Vs=^Vbi(2Vdd-2VT-Vbl).
Solving (A2.3) yields,

(A2.3)

%%_N Vdd ~(r+N) Vr+rN x -V[JV Vdd -(r+N) VT+rN x\2-(r +N),y~*A^
y jr+jj tA^u
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Thus, we get,

and,

where,

k =~2* \x = Vdd-VT

r

r+N 4 (r+N)V2
(r+N)V2-NVs2

-1

vQ=k<ydd-vT)+ r+N vT
r+N + T

The read noise margin can be given by substituting y = - kx + Vq into (A2.2) as,

RNML=VT-1±T
Vdd~2f^-VT

1 +
k(r+N)

Vdd~2VT

1+A +[J-(i+2*+-£-)]%
q L<7V q '*

(A2.5)

(A2.6)

(A2.7)
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A2.2 "1" Read Noise Margin (RNMH )

At first, we calculate the bitline voltage , Vbo , which gives the bound whether Q \a

operates in the saturation region or in the linear region. Let y = Vdd ~ Vt for* = Vj for the

inverter 1. It gives,

^-(Vdd-Vbo-VT)2=?>pdVT Vdd-^Vj
Thus we get,

Vbo =Vdd ~VT - yftVTQVM - 5VT).
We analyze the read noise margin for following two cases,

(A2.8)

(A2.9)

(I)ifVbi<Vbo

In this case, Q \a operates in the linear region. By equating currents of the MOSFETs for

each inverter, we get

(y-Vbi) Vdd -vT -Vbi- 2-^pL =Ifc(Vdd-y) Vdd-x-VT-^JL (A2.10)

(x-VN) y-vN-vT-^pL =%(Vdd+VN-VT-y). (A2.ll)

We approximate (A2.10) as a linear function at x = V^as, y =-kx + V0. (A2.10) can be

rewritten as,

(rp -N)y2 + 2[N Vdd-(rp+N) VT -rpNx]y-N Vs2 + rpV'M(V'dd -2VT -2x)=$h2A2)

where,

Vs=ylvbl(2Vdd-2Vr-Vbl).
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(a)If/p =iV,then

v-v • Vs2-Vdd(Vdd-2VT)y-vdd+ 1(Vdd_2VT-x)
Thus, we get,

k=-

and,

£
_Vdd(Vdd-2VT)-Vs2

x = vT 2(Vdd-3VT)2

VQ = (l-k)Vdd+4kVT.

(b)Ifrp *N,then,

_ -B +^B2+(rp-N)[NVs2 +rpVdd(Vdd-2VT-2x)]
y~ rp+N
where,

B =NVdd - (rp+N)VT -rpx.

Thus we get,

k=-
rfv_
dt x = VT

_ rp (rp-N)Vdd+NVr

rp -N [(rp -N)(NVS2 + rpVp2) + AW/]*

and,

where,

V0 = kVT +

Vr=Vdd-(^+\)VT
Vp=^Vdd(Vdd-4VT).

-I

(A2.13)

(A2.14)

(A2.15)

(A2.16)

(A2.17)

(A2.18)
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Substitutingy=-kx+V0into(A2.11)yields,

(qk2+2k+l)X2-2(qkA-Vdd+2VT+A)X+qA2=0

where,

X=x-VN

A=Vdd-Vo-VT+(k+\)VN.

Byusingtheconditionofcoincidingroots,weget,

(qk+\)A-Vdd+2VT=-A^q(qk2+2k+l).
SubstitutingAinto(A2.20)yields,

Thus,thereadnoisemarginisexpressedas,

RNMh^Vt-jL-
rpVdd~(2rp+N)VTVM-2VT

rp-N+Z£.l+qk+[q(qk2+2k+\)]1^

(A2.19)

(A2.20)

(A2.21)

(A2.22)

(2)IfVbl>Vb0

Inthiscase,Q\aoperatesinthesaturationregion.ByequatingcurrentsoftheMOSFETs

foreachinverter,weget,

\(Vdd~Vbl-VT)2=-$-(Vdd-v)Vdd-x-Vj-^2.(A2.23)

(x-VN)y-VN-VT-^pL=f(Vdd+VN-VT-y).(A2.24)

Weapproximate(A2.23)asalinearfunctionatx=VVas,y=-kx+V0.(A2.10)canbe

rewrittenas,

y2-2(Vr+x)y+-^Vs2-Vdd(Vdd-2Vr-2x)=0(A2.25)



where,

Vs=Vdd-VT-Vbi.

Solving (A.25) yields,
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=VT +x +^(Vdd -VT -x)2- ^Vs2
Thus, we get,

k=-

and,

dy\ _\ rpV,
dt x =Vt V rpV2-

r 1

NVj

(A2.26)

(A2.27)

V0 =(k +2)VT +-^-T. (A2.28)
The read noise margin can be given by substituting y = - kx + Vq into (A2.24) as,

RNMH =W -V"k™T 1 1
T^"1" \+qk + [q(qk2+2k+\)\A

(A2.29)
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^v. 1 Advantage Disadvantage

Dynamic
Cross-
Coupled
Sense
Amp.

Easy to get Vdd/2 (but
not accurate)

Zero DC power

Needs timing margin for
triggering SAs

High peak current for
high-speed sensing

Trans
resistance
Sense
Amp.

Simple configuration

Small area

Needs prechrge Ckt. to set
BL level after WRITE

High DC Power for
high-speed sensing

High peak current for
precharging BL

Class-A
P.P.
Current
Sense
Amp.

High-speed for larger BL
capacitance

Sensing speed is relatively
insensitive to bias(DC)
current

DC power

High peak current for
precharging BL

Consumes large area

Table 4.1 Design tradeoffs for different sense amplifiers.
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